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How to use instant games with 
catalogs

Powerful copy and graphics that compel customers 
and prospects to play and look inside



Some segments of                                      

Spiegel's file nearly tripled
their response rates versus 
the control results.

Compelling Graphics & Copy

Critics Choice beat their free 
shipping offer response rate by 

23%, and some segments of the 

file had response
improvements as high as 43%.



Powerful copy and graphics that compel customers 
and prospects to play and look inside
Grand Prize

Believability versus desirability
Cash versus Noncash for targeted audiences

How to use instant games with 
catalogs



Additional Instant Win Game 
Benefits

Benefits of immediacy -- speed of response
Catalog discounts become expected -- winning is a 
motivating surprise that exceeds customer 
expectations
Generate more qualified prospects and customers 
because winners receive discounts, not unrelated 
prize items.



Instant Win Games with a 
Twist

EVERYBODY WINS!



Cataloger Factors to Consider

How much can you afford to give away to acquire a 
customer, generate a sale or convert an off-line 
customer to an on-line buyer?
Can you adjust your price point or is it set?
Consider average price point and number of items at 
lower price points -- avoid being cherry-picked
Instant win game fatigue factors

























Combining Off-line Print and 
CD Games with Online 
Ordering

Utilize the flexibility of print and fun of off-line CDs 
for a game that is new and highly compelling
Reduce options to those with appropriate margins 
and eliminate cherry-picking
Drive customers and prospects to the web for 
ordering
Utilize co-op advertising $$ where feasible



8 1/2" x 11" CD Game Mailer


